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sentence examples examples of words used in a sentence
May 23 2024

find out how to use words correctly in sentences with this generator type a word and see examples of its
meaning and usage in different contexts and structures

semicolons colons and dashes the writing center
Apr 22 2024

learn how to use semicolons colons and dashes in your writing with examples and explanations find out
when to use these punctuation marks to separate lists join sentences or express time titles and more

words in a sentence
Mar 21 2024

find examples of how to use any word or phrase in a sentence with our powerful sentence generator

how to write better sentences with examples grammarly
Feb 20 2024

learn the rules and structures of sentences from simple to complex and avoid common mistakes see
examples of different sentence types and clauses and how to use them effectively

sentence structure definition and examples grammarly blog
Jan 19 2024

this web page explains the basics and rules of sentence structure such as parts of a sentence clauses
and types of sentences it also provides examples and tips for writing with confidence and clarity

sentence structure and types of sentences grammar
Dec 18 2023

prepositional phrase a phrase that begins with a preposition i e in at for behind until after of during and
modifies a word in the sentence a prepositional phrase answers one of many questions

sentences grammar cambridge dictionary
Nov 17 2023

a sentence is a unit of grammar typically in writing it begins with a capital letter and ends with a full
stop sentence structures there are three types of sentence structures simple compound and complex
simple sentences have only one main clause we re going on holiday tomorrow one main clause i m not
keen on musicals

all the common types of sentences explained grammarly
Oct 16 2023

learn how to identify and use different types of sentences based on their function and structure find out
the characteristics examples and tips for each type of sentence

examples of in in a sentence merriam webster
Sep 15 2023

learn how to use the word in as a preposition adverb adjective or noun with definitions and synonyms
see sentences from various sources that illustrate different meanings and functions of in

sentence english sentences com
Aug 14 2023



a sentence is a group of words that expresses a thought statement question or idea learn the parts
structures and rules of sentences with examples and exercises

what is a sentence grammar monster
Jul 13 2023

learn the definition types and structures of sentences in english a sentence is a group of words giving a
complete thought with a subject and a verb

examples of colons and semicolons in sentences
yourdictionary
Jun 12 2023

learn how to use colons and semicolons in sentences with examples and rules colons show that
something is following such as a list a quotation or an independent clause semicolons join two
independent clauses that are closely linked or separate items in a list

examples of in in a sentence yourdictionary com
May 11 2023

learn how to use the word in in different contexts and meanings with these sentences see examples of
in as a preposition a particle an adverb and more

examples of sentence in a sentence merriam webster
Apr 10 2023

how to use sentence in a sentence sentence 1 of 2 noun definition of sentence synonyms for sentence
he is serving a 10 year sentence for armed robbery their lawyers had sought lighter sentences for the
men washington post 22 jan 2020 that sentence will be served at the same time as the others

when to use on and when to use in daily writing tips
Mar 09 2023

nate asks what are the proper usages of the words in and on in a sentence i often confuse the two here
are some examples the boat is in on the water we are in on the planet we re going to the concert in on
july 1st the use of prepositions in english is frequently idiomatic

words in a sentence
Feb 08 2023

exact matches only search in title search in title

a vs an when to use a or an in a sentence writing explained
Jan 07 2023

the basic rule for using a in a sentence is use a before words abbreviations acronyms or letters that
begin with a consonant sound regardless of their spelling for example a dog a fish a university a utopia
the important part is the sound of the word that follows not necessarily the letter with which it starts

sentences with semicolons 50 examples englishgrammarsoft
Dec 06 2022

sentences with semicolons semicolon gives sense to the sentence without being too assertive it helps
avoid being vague and vague to encourage thought semicolon is used in english to join independent
clauses it tells you you have to read on before reaching a point of real understanding

examples of sentence in a sentence yourdictionary com
Nov 05 2022



sentence meanings synonyms sentences he typed a short sentence and then stopped 738 434 he left
the sentence hanging and winked at her 380 221 finally in the trial of the king he demanded with the
girondists that the sentence should be pronounced by a vote of the whole people and not simply by the
convention 365 290

sentence dictionary online good sentence examples for every
Oct 04 2022

sentencedict com is a online sentence dictionary on which you can find good sentence examples for
almost every word we try our best to collect and create good sentences and wish you can make
progress day by day
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